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THE W-POLYNOMIAL AND THE MAHLER MEASURE OF THE
KAUFFMAN BRACKET
ROBERT G. TODD
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA
Abstract. The W-polynomial is applied in two ways to questions involving
the Kauffman bracket of some families of links. First we find a geometric
property of a link diagram, which is less than or equal to the twist number,
that bounds the Mahler measure of the Kauffman bracket. Second we find a
general form for the Kauffman bracket of a link found by surgering in a single
rational tangle along n unlinked components, all in a particular annulus. We
then give a condition under which the Mahler measure of the Kauffman bracket
of such families diverges. We give examples of the condition in action.
1. Introduction
In [5], Champanerkar and Kofman explore the Mahler measure of the Jones
polynomials of links in a family obtained by − 1m surgery on a diagram, concluding
that the Mahler measure converges. In [6] they are able to find a bound on the
Mahler measure of the Jones polynomials of families of links all with the same
twist number. Each of these results has a geometric analogue. First, Thurston’s
hyperbolic Dehn surgery theorem, the volume of the complement of a hyperbolic
knot converges under such Dehn surgeries. Second, Lackenby’s result that the twist
number is an upper bound on the volume of the complement of a hyperbolic knot.
Here we wish to investigate some issues regarding Mahler measure with these
ideas in mind. Consider the Kauffman bracket of a link as defined by
1. The Kauffman bracket of n disjoint simple closed curves is dn−1 where
d = −A−2 −A2
2. < D >= A < D+ > +A
−1 < D− >, where D+ and D− are the diagrams
achieved by a positive and negative smoothing of a crossing v in diagram D, as in
Figure 1
Let W (D) be the writhe of the diagram D. Then the Jones polynomial of the
link L with diagram D is
VL(t) := (−A
3)−w(D) < D > |
A=t−
1
4
In sections 2 and 3 we introduce the W-polynomial and its relation to the Kauff-
man bracket. In section 4 we review the construction of the twist polynomial from
[6] and show its relation to the W-polynomial. There, we prove the first main the-
orem, Theorem 4. In section 5 we introduce the Mahler measure and shown that
Theorem 4 allows us to sharpen the current geometric upper bound on the Mahler
measure of the Kauffman bracket of a link. In section 6 we show how to use the
W-polynomial to find the form of the Kauffman bracket for some infinite families
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Figure 1. Positive and Negative smoothing of a crossing
of links. We then give a criterion under which the Mahler measure of the Kauffman
brackets of links in these families diverge. In section 8 we apply the techniques from
section 7 to some specific examples. Section 9 is a brief discussion of hyperbolic
volume and its relation to the previous examples. We end with some directions for
future work.
2. The W-Polynomial
Let G be a multigraph with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). Each edge can
be thought of as an unordered pair of vertices. The vertices of an edge refer to the
elements of this unordered pair. Multi-graphs allow there to be more that one edge
between two vertices and edges that connect a vertex to itself, called a loop. For all
that follows we will only be concerned with graphs that come with an embedding
into the plan, we will also refer to a multigraph as a graph for simplicity.
A coloring of G is a function c from the set of edges into C(G), an arbitrary set
of colors. In [4] Bollabas and Riordan defined a Tutte type polynomial for colored
graphs. Here we consider a variant of this polynomial, called the W-polynomial as
defined in [11].
Let G = (V,E) be a graph with edge e ∈ E. Denote by G− e the graph whose
vertex set is the same as G and whose edge set is E − {e}. Denote by G/e the
graph whose vertex set is found by identifying the vertices of e and whose edges
set is E − {e}. These operations will be referred to as deletion and contraction
respectively. The W-polynomial of G ,W (G)(t, z1, z2) is a polynomial defined by
the following recursive definition.
1. En is a graph that consists of n vertices and no edges.
W (En) = t
n−1
2. An edge is a bridge if deleting it increases the number of connected components
of the graph. For a bridge e with c(e) = λ,
W (G) = (xλ + z1yλ)W (G/e).
If e is a loop then
W (G) = (xλz2 + yλ)W (G− e).
If e is neither a bridge nor a loop
W (G) = xλW (G/e) + yλW (G− e).
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Also, if the graph G is a disjoint union if the graphs G1 and G2 then
W (G) = tW (G1)W (G2)
Let G=(V,E) be a connected planar graph. Give G an arbitrary order on its
edges. Let F be a spanning subtree of the graph G. For any edge in F, F-{e}
has two connected components. As such it partitions the vertices of G into two
groups. Let CutG(F, e) be the collection of edges of G whose vertices are in different
groups. Call an edge in F internally active with respect to F if it is the first edge
in CutG(F, e) according to the order on the edges of G. Call it internally inactive
with respect to F otherwise. Consider an edge e not in F. Adding e to the edge set
of F creates a unique cycle. Let CycG(F, e) consist of the edges in this cycle. Call e
externally active with respect to F if it is the first edge in CycG(F, e) according to
the order of the edges of G. Call it externally inactive with respect to F otherwise.
With these definitions we have a spanning tree expansion for the W-polynomial.
Let k(G) be the number of connected components in G. Then
(1)
W (G) = tk(G)−1
∑
F
{
∏
IA
(xc(e)+d∗yc(e))}{
∏
EA
(d∗xc(e)+yc(e)))}{
∏
II
xc(e)}{
∏
EI
yc(e)}
where one sums over all spanning subtrees of G.
Bollobas and Riordan in [4] show that the W-polynomial is the most general
graph polynomial with a spanning tree expansion. That is, any other graph poly-
nomial with a spanning tree expansion can be realized as an evaluation of the
W-polynomial.
However, there is yet another formulation of the W-polynomial. Define the
cyclomatic number of a graph G as n(G) = |E(G)|− |V (g)|+ k(G). Let S ⊂ E(G),
be a subset of the edges of G. Consider S as representing the spanning subgraph of
G whose edge set is S. The following formulation can be found in [4].
W (G)(t, z1, z2) = t
k(G)−1
∑
S⊂E(G)
{
∏
e∈S
xc(e)}{
∏
e/∈S
yc(e)}z
k(S)−k(G)
1 z
n(S)
2
We will make use of both the spanning tree expansion of the W-polynomial and
the formulation just given.
3. Graphs Associated To Knot Diagrams
Let D be a link diagram. To this diagram we associate a signed graph. Color
the plane in a checker board manner leaving the unbounded region unshaded. The
vertex set of our graph will correspond to the shaded regions of the plan and
the edge set will correspond to a crossing of the diagram as in Figure (2). Having
constructed our graph, color the edges with a + or - according to the rule illustrated
in Figure (2).
Let G be a signed graph. A chain in a graph is a path of edges such that each
vertex interior to the path has degree 2 and the extreme vertices have degree greater
than 2 or equal to 1. Similarly a sheaf is a collection of edges connecting the same
two vertices. Say that a length of a chain or sheaf is the sum of the signs of its
edges.
Let K be a link with diagram D. Two crossings in D are called twist equivalent if
there is a circle in the plane of projection that crosses D at only the two crossings.
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Figure 2. Positive and Negative Edge
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Figure 3. A chain and sheaf of length 3
The number of such equivalence classes is called the twist number of D. Furthermore
we can find a diagram of K such that any two crossings that are twist equivalent
are connected by a chain of bi-gons by performing a sequence of flypes if necessary.
Let D be that diagram and require that the diagram is reduced with respect
to Reidemeister moves I and II. Say that G is the signed graph associated to this
diagram D. Notice that each edge in G is part of a chain, a sheaf, or represents
an edge which corresponds to a crossing that is the only element in its equivalence
class; such an edge must have vertices of degree greater than 2, and it may be
considered a chain or a sheaf of length ±1. Notice also that there are no pendent
edges and that all edges in any chain or sheaf have the same sign, lest the diagram
not be reduced with respect to Reidemeister moves I and II.
To this signed graph G we wish to associate a colored graph Gˆ that can serve as
a template for all links with diagrams found by increasing the number of crossings
in any twist equivalence class. Wherever there is a chain in G delete all edges and
interior vertices and replace it with a single edge colored with c . Similarly for
each sheaf delete all edges and replace them with a single edge colored with s . By
construction Gˆ has no pendent edges that are labeled with c (though there may be
pendent edges labeled with s), and the number of edges in Gˆ corresponds to the
twist number of D.
It will also be helpful to consider the process in reverse. Let G be a graph that
has edges colored by s or c. For t ∈ Zk where k is the number of edges in G let Gˆt
be found by re-coloring the ith edge of G with sti if the original color was s and
by cti if it was originally colored with c. To Gˆt we can associate a signed graph by
replacing an edge colored with cti by a chain of length ti and edge colored with sti
with a sheaf of length ti. Then as described above this signed graph corresponds
to a link diagram. Call this link diagram Dt.
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Theorem 1 ([11]). Let G be a colored graph with color set {s, c} and edges {e1, ...e|E|}.
For any t ∈ Z|E| let Dt be the link diagram that corresponds to graph Gˆt as de-
scribed above.
If the color of edge ei in Gˆt is cti let
xcti = A
ti
ycti =
(−A−3)ti −Ati
−A−2 − A2
If the color of edge ei in Gˆt is sti let
xsti =
(−A3)ti −A−ti
−A−2 −A2
ysti = A
−ti
< Dt >=W (Gˆt)(d, d, d), where d = −A
−2 −A2.
4. The W-polynomial and the Twist polynomial
In [6] Champanerkar and Kofman defined the twist polynomial associated to a
wiring diagram. In what follows we review the definition of the twist polynomial
as they set forth and show that it is an evaluation of the W-polynomial.
A wiring diagram is a 4-valent graph with two types of vertices; horizontal and
vertical. Each vertex is referred to as a twist site. Let L˜ be a wiring diagram
with k twist sites. To each vector w ∈ Zk we can construct from L˜ a link diagram
Lw in the following manner. Replace the i
th twist site with |wi| crossings where
the type of crossing and the orientation of the twist class depends on the type of
vertex replaced. Figures (4 a) and (4 b) below indicate how to replace a vertical,
respectively horizontal, twist site with a twist equivalence class of crossings when
wi = n > 0. If wi = n < 0 change all under crossings to over crossings and vice
versa.
|n|−times
}
a)
b) }
|n|−times
Figure 4. (a) Filling a vertical vertex. (b) Filling a horizontal vertex
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Consider now σ ∈ {0, 1}k. To each σ we associate a collection of closed compo-
nents Lσ, called a state of the wiring diagram, constructed from L˜ by filling each
vertex as indicated in Figure 5. In Figure (5 a) we see the corresponding fillings
for the vertical vertex vi when σi = 0 and when σi = 1 respectively. In Figure (5
b) we see the same thing when vertex vi is horizontal.
1
b)
a)
0 1
0
Figure 5. Finding Lσ for (a) a vertical vertex and (b) a horizontal vertex
Definition 1 ([6]). Let d = −A−2−A2 . For L˜ a wiring diagram with k open twist
sites, the twist-bracket of L˜ is defined by
PL˜(A, x1, .., xk) =
∑
σ∈{0,1}k
(
k∏
i=1
(xi − 1)
σid1−σi) < Lσ >
Theorem 2. ([6]) Let L˜ be a wiring diagram with k open twist sites, n ∈ Zk, and
let σ(n) =
∑
i=1..k ni then
dk < Ln >= A
σ(n)P (A, (−A−4)n1 , ..., (−A−4)nk)
Let W be a wiring diagram. Just as we can shade a link diagram we can shade
a wiring diagram. Give the wiring diagram a checkerboard shading so that the
unbounded region is unshaded. Notice that the zero filling and the one filling of
a vertex can be found by the following rule. The zero filling is found by inserting
any number of positive crossings according to the vertex type and giving each one
a positive smoothing. The one filling is found by inserting any number of positive
crossings, giving any one of them a negative smoothing and then removing all
nugatory crossings. We will call a vertex vertical or horizontal depending on how
the zero filling interacts with the shading as illustrated below in Figure (6).
With this definition there is an exact correspondence between wiring diagrams
and colored graphs with color set {c, s}. Given a wiring diagram with a checker-
board shading we can construct a colored graph by letting vertices correspond to
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Horizontal Vertex
0−filling
0−filling
Vertical Vertex
Figure 6. Interaction between the shading and Lσ
shaded regions and edges correspond to vertices in the wiring diagram in the obvi-
ous way. Color an edge with an s if its corresponding vertex is vertical and color
the edge with a c if its corresponding vertex is horizontal. Let G be a colored
graph with color set {s, c}, E edges and V vertices. From G we construct a wiring
diagram. First consider the link diagram D1¯, where 1¯ = (1, 1, ..., 1) ∈ Z
|E|; that is
we let all sheafs and chains have length 1. From D1¯ delete a neighborhood of each
crossing, replacing that neighborhood with a vertex. Let the vertex be vertical if
its corresponding edge is a sheaf and horizontal if its corresponding edge is a chain.
We wish to see the twist polynomial of a wiring diagram as the W-polynomial
of its corresponding colored graph. We must specify how subgraphs of a graph
correspond to particular states of a wiring diagram. Let GW and WG be a graph
and corresponding wiring diagram. Say that GW has E edges with an arbitrary
order,{e1, . . . , eE}. This of course gives a corresponding order on the vertices of the
wiring diagram WG.
Consider the following correspondence between subgraphs of G and vectors in
{0, 1}E. Let S ⊂ E(G), and consider it as representing the spanning subgraph of
G with edge set S as intended when considering the W-polynomial. If the ith edge
e is a sheaf and e ∈ S let σi = 1 while if it is not in S, let σi = 0. Similarly if
e is a chain and e ∈ S let σi = 0 and if e is not in S let σi = 1. This exhibits a
particular one-to-one correspondence between spanning subgraphs of G and states
of the wiring diagram.
Remark 1.
There is a difference in the sign conventions for sheafs in a graph and the cor-
responding vertical vertices in a wiring diagram. For a graph G with |E| edges if
t ∈ Z|E|, and WG is its corresponding wiring diagram then if r ∈ Z
|E| with ri = ti
if the ith edge/vertex is a chain/horizontal and ri = −ti if the i
th edge/vertex is a
sheaf/vertical, the Dt and (WG)r are the same diagram.
Lemma 1. Let GW andWG be a graph and corresponding wiring diagram. Say that
S ⊂ E(G) represents the spanning subgraph of GW with edge set S. Let σ ∈ {0, 1}
E
be as described above. Then
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h
s
v
c
Figure 7. Colored graph becomes a wiring diagram
d|S|+2k(S)−V−1 =< (WG)σ >
.
Proof. By construction a sheaf in S corresponds to a 1 filling of the appropriate
vertical vertex while a chain in S correspond to a 0 filling of the appropriate hor-
izontal vertex. As indicated in Figure 8 closed components of (WG)σ are exactly
the boundary of a regular neighborhood of connected components of S.
0−filling
s
c
1−filling
Figure 8. Top: 1 filling of a vertical vertex. Bottom: 0 filling of
a horizontal vertex
Say S has connected components c1, ..., ck(S). Then let Vi, Si, and Fi be the
number of vertices, edges and faces of ci respectively. Since G is planar so is each
ci and thus Fi = Si − Vi + 2. Then
∑k(S)
i=1 Fi = |S| − V + 2k(S).
Notice that components of (WG)s are exactly the faces of the connected compo-
nents. Thus the lemma follows. 
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Theorem 3. Let GW andWG be a colored graph and corresponding wiring diagram.
Say that they are connected. Give the edges of GW an arbitrary order, {e1, . . . , eE}.
Say that GW has V vertices. Augment the coloring of GW so that the i
th edge GW
is colored with either ci or si depending on whether the edge was colored with c or
s. Call this new graph G˜W . Then with the evaluation
xci = 1(2)
yci =
xi − 1
d
(3)
xsi =
xi − 1
d
(4)
ysi = 1(5)
dEW (G˜W )(d, d, d) = P (A, x1, ...xE)
Proof.
dEW (G)(d, d, d) =
∑
S⊂E(G)
{
∏
e∈S
xc(e)}{
∏
e/∈S
yc(e)}d
EdV−|S|+2k(S)−1
=
∑
S⊂E(G)
{
∏
ei∈S c(ei)=ci
xc(e)}{
∏
ei∈S c(ei)=si
xc(e)}{
∏
ei /∈Sc(ei)=ci
yc(e)}{
∏
ei /∈Sc(ei)=si
yc(e)}d
|E|d|V |−|S|+2k(S)−1
=
∑
S⊂E(G)
{
∏
ei∈S c(ei)=si
xi − 1
d
}{
∏
ei /∈S c(ei)=ci
xi − 1
d
}dEdV−|S|+2k(S)−1
=
∑
σ∈{0,1}E
{
E∏
i=1
(xi − 1)
σi}dE−
∑E
i=1 σi < (WG)σ >
=
∑
σ∈{0,1}E
{
E∏
i=1
(xi − 1)
σid1−σi} < (WG)σ >
= PWg (A, x1, . . . , xE)
The fourth equality follows from the previous lemma and the fact that σi = 1 for
sheafs in S and chains not in S and σi = 0 otherwise. 
Theorem 2 in [6] was proven using an expression for a twist in TL2 and the fact
that it is the center of this ring. Theorem 1 from [11] and Theorem 3 allow an
alternate proof. Here we prove the theorem in this context.
Proof. (Theorem 2) Let GW be the colored graph associated to the wiring diagram
L˜. Note that GW has k edges. Let r ∈ Z
k and let t ∈ Zk such thatDt as constructed
from GW is the same diagram L˜r. Consider the evaluation of W-polynomial as
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indicated in Theorem 1. Then
dk < Dt >= d
kW (Gˆt)(d, d, d)
= dk−|V (G)|−1
∑
S⊂E(G)
{
∏
e∈S
xc(e)}{
∏
e/∈S
yc(e)}d
(|S|+2k(S))
=
∑
S⊂E(G)
{
∏
chains∈S
xc(e)}{
∏
sheafs∈S
xc(e)}
{
∏
chains/∈S
yc(e)}{
∏
sheafs/∈S
yc(e)}d
kd|V |−|S|+2k(S)−1
=
∑
S⊂E(G)
{
∏
ei∈S chain
Ati}{
∏
ei∈S sheaf
(−A3)ti −A−ti
d
}
{
∏
ei /∈S chains
(−A−3)ti −Ati
d
}{
∏
ei /∈S sheaf
A−ti}dkd|V |−|S|+2k(S)−1
= {
∏
ei∈G chain
Ati}{
∏
ei∈G sheaf
A−ti}
∑
S⊂E(G)
{
∏
ei∈S sheaf
(−A4)ti − 1
d
}{
∏
ei /∈S chains
(−A−4)ti − 1
d
}dkd|V |−|S|+2k(S)−1
= A
∑k
i=1 ri
∑
σ∈{0,1}E
E∏
i=1
(
(−A−4)ri − 1
d
)σidk < (WG)σ >
= Aσ(r)
∑
σ∈{0,1}k
E∏
i=1
((−A−4)ri − 1)σidk−
∑k
i=1 σi < (WG)σ >
= Aσ(r)
∑
σ∈{0,1}k
E∏
i=1
((−A−4)ri − 1)σid
∑k
i=1 1−σi < (WG)σ >
= Aσ(r)
∑
σ∈{0,1}k
(
E∏
i=1
((−A−4)ri − 1)σid1−σi) < (WG)σ >
= Aσ(r)PL˜(A, (−A
−4)ri , . . . , (−A−4)rE )
The sixth equality follows from Lemma 1 and the following two facts: 1) σi = 1
for sheafs in S and chains not in S and σi = 0 otherwise, and 2) the sign convention is
opposite when comparing the crossings in a sheaf to the crossing in its corresponding
filling and the same when comparing the crossings in a chain and the crossings in
its corresponding filling. (As noted in Remark 1). 
Corollary 1. Let K be a link with twist number n and diagram D realizing that
twist number. Then dn < Dt > is a polynomial in n+1 variables for all t ∈ Z
k.
The spanning tree expansion of the W-polynomial allows a slight sharpening of
this result.
Theorem 4. Let L be a link with diagram D such that twist number of D realizes
the twist number of K. Let G be the colored graph with E edges V vertices and an
order on the edges so that Gˆt = D for t ∈ Z
k. For any spanning subtree F let
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pF = #{sheafs ∈ F} + #{chains /∈ F} and p = maxF (pF ). Then d
p < Dt > is
a polynomial in k+1 variables for all t ∈ Zk. Furthermore p ≤ the twist number of
L.
Proof. Consider W (Gt) evaluated as in Theorem 1. Each edge in Gˆt is a chain or
sheaf. Each spanning subtree classifies the edges according to internal/external and
active/inactive. As such there are eight different types of edges as one sums over
spanning subtrees. Accordingly for each spanning subtree we have a partition of
{1, 2, . . . , k} corresponding to these 8 different groups, where k is the twist number
of D. Let each set of the partition be denoted by the corresponding word of the
appropriate form; (I/E)(A/I)(C/S).
W (Gˆt) =
∑
F
{
∏
i∈IAC
(xcti + dycti )}{
∏
i∈IAS
(xsti + dysti )}{
∏
i∈EAC
(dxcti + ycti )}
{
∏
i∈EAS
(dxsti + ysti )}{
∏
i∈IIC
xcti }{
∏
i∈IIS
xsti }{
∏
i∈EIC
ycti }{
∏
i∈EIS
ysti }
Apply the evaluation given in Theorem 1. Notice that xcti + dycti = (−A
−3)ti
and dxsti + ysti = (−A
3)ti .
< Dt > =
∑
F
{
∏
i∈IAC
(−A3)−ti}{
∏
i∈IIC
Ati}{
∏
i∈EAS
(−A3)ti}{
∏
i∈EIS
A−ti}
{
∏
i∈IAS
(
(−A3)ti −A−ti
d
+ dA−ti)}{
∏
i∈EAC
(dAti +
(−A−3)ti −Ati
d
))}
{
∏
i∈IIS
(−A3)ti −A−ti
d
}{
∏
i∈EIC
(−A3)ti −Ati
d
}
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=
∑
F
d−(pF )(−A3)(
∑
EAS ti−
∑
IAC ti)A(
∑
IIC ti−
∑
EIS ti)
{
∏
i∈IAS
(−A3)ti +A−ti(d2 − 1)}{
∏
i∈IIS
(−A3)ti −A−ti}
{
∏
i∈EAC
(−A−3)ti +Ati(d2 − 1)}{
∏
i∈EIC
(−A−3)ti −Ati}
=
∑
F
d−(pF )(−A3)(
∑
EAS ti−
∑
IAC ti)A(
∑
IIC ti−
∑
EIS ti)
A−
∑
IS ti{
∏
i∈IAS
(−A4)ti + (d2 − 1)}{
∏
i∈IIS
(−A4)ti − 1}
A
∑
EC ti{
∏
i∈EAC
(−A−4)ti + (d2 − 1)}{
∏
i∈EIC
(−A−4)ti − 1}
=
∑
F
d−(pF )(−A3)
∑
EAS ti−
∑
IAC tiA
∑
IIC ti−
∑
EIS ti+
∑
EC ti−
∑
IS ti
{
∏
i∈IAS
(−A4)ti + (d2 − 1)}{
∏
i∈IIS
(−A4)ti − 1}
{
∏
i∈EAC
(−A−4)ti + (d2 − 1)}{
∏
i∈EIC
(−A−4)ti − 1}
Then dp < Dt > is a polynomial in k+1 variables for all t ∈ Z
k. Furthermore if
there is a spanning subtree consisting of all the sheafs in Gˆt then p =twist number
of K. Otherwise, p < twist number of K. 
5. Mahler Measure
Definition 2. Let f ∈ C[z±11 , . . . , z
±1
t ]. The Mahler measure of f is
M(f) = exp
∫ 1
0
. . .
∫ 1
0
log|f(e2piiθ1, . . . , e2piiθt)|dθ1 . . . dθt
For a Laurent polynomial with a single variable, f(z) := a0z
k
∏n
i=1(ai − z)
Jensen’s formula shows that
M(f) = |a0|
n∏
i=1
max(1, |ai|)
One may also consider the Euclidean Mahler measureMe(f) :=
∏n
i=1max(1, |ai|).
Note also that the (Euclidean) Mahler measure is multiplicative.
Remark 2.
Let ||f || denote the L2 norm of f . Then Schinzel shows in [10] thatM(f) < ||f ||.
This observation allows us to control the Mahler measure of the Kauffman bracket
by controlling its coefficients.
Corollary 2. For all t ∈ Zk, ||dp < Dt > || < C for some positive constant C.
Furthermore since d is cyclotomic,
M(< Dt >) = M(d
p < Dt >) < ||d
p < Dt > || < C
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Proof. The corollary follows directly from the fact that dp < Dt > is a polynomial
in k + 1 variables and Remark 2. 
Remark 3.
Any diagram of a link that realizes the twist number of the link and consists of
only chains is an example where p is strictly less than the twist number of the link.
Pretzel links provide a specific example.
6. Calculations with the W-polynomial
In [11] Jin and Zhang use the W-polynomial to find a method for calculating
the Kauffman bracket of rational links. Here we apply the same technique for a
different class of links.
Suppose that we repeatedly perform a rational surgery R on n unknotted com-
ponents of a diagram D where the component on which we do our surgery intersects
the plane of projection in two shaded regions as in Figure 9. This in turn corre-
sponds to repeatedly adding a graph to the two vertices representing the indicated
shaded regions as in Figure 10. Notice that we can twist the two strands in the
diagram by repeatedly performing a ±1/2 rational surgery.
.
.
.
R
R
R
.
.
.
Figure 9. Repeated rational surgery
u
R=
.
.
.
s c
u v
v
Figure 10. Repeated graph additions
Let G be the graph that corresponds to the original diagramD and name the two
pictured vertices u and v. Let Gi be the graph that corresponds to the diagram
found by adding i copies of the graph of the rational tangle. Here we want to
consider the following form of the W-polynomial.
W (G)(d, d, d) = d−k(G)−|V (G)|
∑
S⊂E(G)
{
∏
e∈S
xf(e)}{
∏
s/∈S
yf(e)}d
|S|+2k<S>
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Let S ⊂ E(G) represent the spanning subgraph of G with edge set S as previously
defined. Say that S is in state 1 if u and v are in different connected components and
say that it is in state 2 if they are in the same component, represented as S : 1 or S :
2 respectively. ForGi, E(Gi) = E(Gi−1)∪E(C) and V (Gi) = v(Gi)∪V (C)−{u, v},
where C is the graph of the rational tangle R and we understand u and v to represent
the vertices in C that are identified with the vertices u and v in Gi−1. Then
W (Gi)(d, d, d) = d
−k(Gi)−|V (Gi)|
∑
S⊂Gi
{
∏
e∈S
xf(e)}{
∏
s/∈S
yf(e)}d
|S|+2k<S>
= d−k(Gi)−|V (Gi)|
∑
S⊂Gi−1∪C
{
∏
e∈S
xf(e)}{
∏
s/∈S
yf(e)}d
|S|+2k<S>
= d−k(Gi)−|V (Gi)|
∑
T⊂Gi−1
{
∏
e∈T
xf(e)}{
∏
e/∈T
yf(e)}d
|T |+2k<T>
∑
W⊂C
{
∏
e∈W
xf(e)}{
∏
e/∈W
yf(e)}d
|S|+2δ(T,W )
= d−k(Gi)−|V (Gi)|(
∑
T :1⊂Gi−1
{
∏
e∈T
xf(e)}{
∏
s/∈T
yf(e)}d
|T |+2k<T> +
∑
T :2⊂Gi−1
{
∏
e∈T
xf(e)}{
∏
s/∈T
yf(e)}d
|T |+2k<T>)
∑
W⊂C
{
∏
e∈W
xf(e)}{
∏
e/∈W
yf(e)}d
|W |+2δ(T,W )
Where δ(T,W ) = k < T ∪W > −k < T > is the change in the number of connected
components after adding the subgraph of C to T, the subgraph of G. For subgraphs
T and W as above, if we know the state of T and the state of T ∪W then we can
find δ(T,W ). In fact
Lemma 2. If
T : 1 and (T ∪W ) : 1 then δ(T,W ) = k < W > −2.
T : 1 and (T ∪W ) : 2 then δ(T,W ) = k < W > −2.
T : 2 and (T ∪W ) : 1 then δ(T,W ) = k < W > −2.
T : 2 and (T ∪W ) : 2 then δ(T,W ) = k < W > −1
Proof. Simply count the number of components in W that are not already counted
by components of T. 
Partition the subgraphs S of C into 4 types depending on how it changes the
state of the spanning subgraph T of Gi−1. T can be in state 1 or state 2 and T ∪S,
S ⊂ C can be in state 1 or state 2. Categorize subgraphs S of C accordingly. Then
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let
a1,1 =
∑
S⊂C s.t T :1&T∪S:1
{
∏
e∈S
xf(e)}{
∏
s/∈S
yf(e)}d
|S|+2δ(T,S)
a1,2 =
∑
S⊂C s.t T :1&T∪S:2
{
∏
e∈S
xf(e)}{
∏
s/∈S
yf(e)}d
|S|+2δ(T,S)
a2,1 =
∑
S⊂C s.t T :2&T∪S:1
{
∏
e∈S
xf(e)}{
∏
s/∈S
yf(e)}d
|S|+2δ(T,S)
a2,2 =
∑
S⊂C s.t T :2&T∪S:2
{
∏
e∈S
xf(e)}{
∏
s/∈S
yf(e)}d
|S|+2δ(T,S)
S1 =
∑
S:1⊂Gi−1
{
∏
e∈S
xf(e)}{
∏
s/∈S
yf(e)}d
|S|+2k<S>
S2 =
∑
S:2⊂Gi−1
{
∏
e∈S
xf(e)}{
∏
s/∈S
yf(e)}d
|S|+2k<S>
W (Gi) = d
k<Gi>−|V (Gi)|
(
S1 S2
)(a1,1 a1,2
a2,1 a2,2
)(
1
1
)
Proceed recursively to
W (Gi) = d
k<Gi>−|V (Gi)|
(
S1 S2
)(a1,1 a1,2
a2,1 a2,2
)i(
1
1
)
where S1 and S2 are the contributions to the W-polynomial of the graph G (before
any surgeries are performed) where vertices u and v are in the same receptively
different components.
Lemma 3. In the above situation a2,1 = 0 and a2,2 = a1,1 + a1,2 ∗ d
2.
Proof. After adding a subgraph of C to a subgraph of Gi−1 u and v are either in
the same component or in different components. Thus if we sum along any row of
a we sum over all subgraphs of C. This observation along with Lemma 2 completes
the proof. 
Lemma 4.(
a1,1 a1,2
0 a1,1 + d
2 a1,2
)n
=
(
an1,1 d
−2
∑n
j=1
(
n
j
)
an−j1,1 (a1,2d
2)j
0 (a1,1 + d
2 a1,2)
n
)
Proof. Proceed by induction 
Theorem 5. After n rational surgeries as described above
W (Gn) = d
k<Gn>−|V (Gn)|(an1,1(S1(1− d
−2)) + (a1,1 + d
2a1,2)
n(S1 ∗ d
−2 + S2))
Proof. The proof follows from the previous lemma after a change of basis. 
Example 1.
A twist link with 2n crossings can be constructed by repeatedly performing -1/2
surgery as indicated in the Figure 11. This corresponds to adding a sheaf of length
two repeatedly to a pair of vertices.
In this case the graph G is two vertices with no edges. We see that there are
no subgraphs of G in which the two vertices are connected so, S1 = d and S2 = 0.
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2
S
S
.
.
.
.
.
.
2
Figure 11. Repeated graph additions
Then a1,1 = ys2 and a1,2 = d
−1xs2 . Let Gn be the graph with two vertices and n
edges, each a sheaf of length 2. Then
W (Gn)(d, d, d) = d
−2(yns2(d
2 − 1) + (ys2 + dxs2 )
n
Evaluating the colors of the edges as in Theorem 1 we find the Kauffman bracket
of the twist link with 2n crossings T2n is
< T2n >= d
−2(A−2n(A4 + 1+ A−4) + (−1)n(A−3n)
Example 2.
Any Montesinos link where each rational tangle is the same can be seen as the
result of some number of repeated rational surgeries on two unlinked simple closed
components. As such its Kauffman bracket will have the form
db(an1,1(A
4 + 1 +A−4) + (a1,1 + d
2a1,2)
n)
In particular if we consider a pretzel link then a1,1 = ycn and a1,2 = d
−1xcn .
The pretzel link (n, n, . . . , n) with m twist equivalence classes will have Kauffman
bracket
< Pm,n >= d
−2((
(−A−3)n −An
d
)m(A4 + 1 +A−4) + (
(−A−3)n −An
d
+ dAn)m)
7. Euclidean Mahler measure and repeated rational surgeries
In [5] and [13], the (Euclidean) Mahler Measure of the Jones polynomial was
investigated under twisting, while in [14] the Mahler measure of the multivariable
Alexander polynomial was the subject. There are also several attempts such as
[17], [7] to find the locus of zeros for infinite families of knots and links. Also in
the physics community there are many attempts to find the partition function of
Potts model spin systems in an when trying to understand phase changes in the
thermodynamic limit. Here some of those techniques are applied to investigate the
behavior of the Mahler measure under repeated rational surgeries.
Recall that the Mahler measure of a polynomial f(z) := a0z
k
∏n
i=1(ai − z) can
be found by
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.
.
.
.
.
.
...
...
n
n
}m
Figure 12. Repeated graph additions
M(f) = |a0|
n∏
i=1
max(1, |ai|)
The following theorem is concerned with precisely understanding the locus of
zeros for an infinite family of polynomials. It was originally proven in [1], and
extended in [15]. This statement of the theorem comes from [16] as this is its most
convenient form for our current purpose.
Consider a family of polynomials Pn(z) =
∑k
i=1 ai(z)λi(z)
n, where each ai and
λi are analytic in D, some region in the complex plane. Let Z(Pn) = {z ∈
C s.t.Pn(z) = 0}. We are interested in the locus of zeros for the whole family.
With that in mind let
lim inf (Z(P ))= {z ∈ D s.t. every neighborhood U of z has nonempty intersec-
tion with all but finitely many of the sets Z(Pn))}
lim sup(Z(P ))={ z ∈ D s.t. every neighborhood of z has nonempty intersection
with infinitely many sets Z(Pn)}
Call an index k dominant at z if |λk(z)| ≥ |λl|, l = 1 . . . k.
Let Dk = {z s.t.λk is dominant at z}.
Theorem 6. ([1] ,[15],[16])
Let D be a domain in C and let a1, . . . , ak and λ1, . . . , λk be analytic functions
in D, with k ≥ 2. Assume also that none of these functions are identically zero,
and that there is no pair of indices p and q such that λp = ωλq for some constant
with |ω| = 1 and Dp(= Dq) is nonempty. Then
lim inf(Z(P ))= lim sup(Z(P )) and a point z lies in this set if and only if
a) there is a unique dominant index p at z and ap(z) = 0 or
b) there are two or more dominant indices at z
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Property (a) gives isolated points and property (b) gives the equi-modular curves
of a family of polynomials or isolated points. Here we consider those points satis-
fying property (b).
Corollary 3. Consider a family of polynomials, Pn(z) = a1(z) λ1(z)
n+a2 λ2(z)
n,
where the above conditions are satisfied. Then the zeros of this family converge to
some isolated points and to the equi-modular curve B where |λ1| = |λ2| 6= 0.
Theorem 7. Let Pn(z) = a1(z) λ1(z)
n + a2 λ2(z)
n be a family of polynomials
that satisfy the requirement of the above theorem. Say that B is the curve where
|λ1(z)| = |λ2(z)| 6= 0. If there is any non-isolated point of B that lies outside the
unit circle then the euclidean Mahler measure of Pn diverges as n goes to infinity.
Proof. Let z1 be such a point on B and let U1 be a neighborhood of z1 that lies
completely outside the unit circle, and let m = min(|x| : x ∈ U1). For i ∈ {2, 3, . . .}
choose i points zi,1, . . . , zi,i on B and neighborhoods Ui,1, . . . , Ui,i such that each
neighborhood is disjoint and contained in U1. Each of these points is a limit point
of the zeros for this family of polynomials. Thus there is some first polynomial,
Pni(z) to have a zero in each of the neighborhoods Ui,1, . . . , Ui,i. Since each of
these neighborhoods are disjoint Pni(z) has i distinct roots in U1. The euclidian
Mahler measure of Pni(z) is then bounded below by i ∗m1. We have constructed
a subsequence of {Pn(z)} whose euclidian Mahler measure diverges. The theorem
follows. 
Next we review the methods developed in [2] and extended in [3] for finding
equi-modular curves for families of polynomials. In [2] and [3] the general case is
considered.
Let λ1 and λ2 be polynomials with complex coefficients. Our goal is to find some
description of the curve in the complex plane where they have the same modulus,
|λ1(z)| = |λ2(z)|. If z0 is such a point then λ1(z0) = sλ2(z0) where |s| = 1. Consider
the matrix
T (z) =
(
λ1(z) 0
0 λ2(z)
)
.
Then we see that λ2(z0) and sλ2(z0) are both roots of the characteristic equation
of T (z),
p(z) = det(λI − T (z)) = λ2 − (λ1(z) + λ2(z))λ+ λ1(z)λ2(z).
Consider s as a formal variable and λ2(z) as a simultaneous root of p(z) and
p(sz). We can investigate such simultaneous zeros by finding when the determinate
of Sylvester’s matrix for these two polynomials vanishes. That is find z such that
det(


s2 s(−λ1(z)− λ2(z)) λ1(z)λ2(z) 0
0 s2 s2(−λ1(z)− λ2(z)) λ1(z)λ2(z) 0
1 1(−λ1(z)− λ2(z)) λ1(z)λ2(z) 0
0 1 1(−λ1(z)− λ2(z)) λ1(z)λ2(z)

 = 0.
Subtracting row 3 from row 1 and row 4 from row 2 one finds we should consider
z which are zeros of
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det(


s2 − 1 (s− 1)(−λ1(z)− λ2(z)) 0 0
0 s2 − 1 (s− 1)(−λ1(z)− λ2(z)) 0
1 −λ1(z)− λ2(z) λ1(z)λ2(z) 0
0 1 −λ1(z)− λ2(z) λ1(z)λ2(z)

)
= s(s− 1)2λ1(z)λ2(z)[−λ
2
1(z)− λ1(z)λ2(z)− λ
2
2(z) + tλ1(z)λ2(z)]
where t = s + s−1 + 2. If we return to the situation where s is a unit modulus
complex number, s = cos(θ) + isin(θ), then t = 2cos(θ) + 2 = 2(cos(2 θ2 ) + 1) =
4cos2( θ2 ). We exclude from consideration those points where one of λ1(z) or λ2(z)
is zero. We have shown the following theorem holds.
Theorem 8. A point z0 is a point of equal modulus for λ1 and λ2 and thus a limit
point for the zeros of the family of polynomials Pn(z) = a1(z) λ1(z)
n + a2 λ2(z)
n
if and only if for
v(t, z0) = −λ
2
1(z0)− λ1(z0)λ2(z0)− λ
2
2(z0) + tλ1(z0)λ2(z0) = 0
for some t ∈ [0, 4].
Remark 4.
Think of v(t, z) as a map from R×R2 to R2. If v(t∗, z0) = 0¯ and 0 < t
∗ < 4, we
want to ensure that z0 is not an isolated point. Apply the inverse function theorem
and check to see if the Jacobian of v(t, z) with respect to the second two coordinates
evaluated at (t∗, z0) is nonsingular. Through careful application of this theorem we
can determine whether or not the equi-modular curve corresponding to a repeated
rational surgery has any non-isolated points outside the unit circle. Then Theorem
7 allows us to conclude that Mahler measure of the Kauffman bracket for this family
of links diverges as we add more rational tangles.
8. Examples
We will be investigating the zero locus of the Kauffman bracket for links found
by repeated surgeries on a unlinked pair of simple closed components as in Figure
13 . It should be noted that the non-isolated points depend only on the rational
tangle and not on the link on which we perform our surgery. The link on which we
perform our surgery only contributes isolated points to the zero locus of the family
of Kauffman brackets.
Using the notation of Theorem 5, G is two vertices and no edges. Then S1 = d
and S2 = 0. After performing n repeated rational surgeries we find that
W (Gn) = d
k<Gn>−|V (Gn)|−1[an1,1(d− 1) + (a1,1 + d
2a1,2)
n]
We can not immediately apply Theorem 7 as our constituent functions may
not be polynomials. However, we can utilize the Kauffman bracket by adding
some nugatory crossings both to our two component unlink and to the rational
tangle that we will repeatedly insert by surgery. To this end we will perform our
rational surgeries on two component twisted unlink in Figure 13. Then after each
rational surgery perform some number of Reidemeister 1 moves. This process can
be represented by repeated graph addition. The graph G to which we will perform
the corresponding repeated graph addition is as in Figure 14.
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R
.
.
. } n ... } nR
R
Figure 13. repeated rational surgeries
c
−2
Figure 14. The graph G
It follows that S1 = d
5A6 and S2 = 0. Thus, neglecting powers of d, and making
the substitutions as given in Theorem 1
W (Gn) = d
k<Gn>−|V (Gn)|[an1,1d
5 ∗A6(1− d−2) + (a1,1 + d
2a1,2)
nd3A6]
= dΓ(an1,1d
2A6(1− d−2) + (a1,1 + d
2a1,2)
nA6)
= dΓ(an1,1(A
10 +A6 +A2) + (a1,1 + a1,2 ∗ d
2)nA6)
= dΓA2(an1,1(A
8 +A4 + 1) + (a1,1 + a1,2d
2)nA4)
Example 3.
First we examine the case of performing a -1/2 surgery as in Example 1. There
we find that a1,1 = A
−2 and a1,1+d
2a1,2 = (−1)
nA−3. We may expresses the twist
link with 2n crossings as
< T2n >= d
Γ(A−3n+2)(An(A8 +A4 + 1) +A4)
We may apply Theorem 6 by excluding the origin and the roots of d from our
domain D.
Without the aid of Theorem 8 we can see that the points where An and 1 have
equal modulus is the unit circle, and thus that is where the zeros of the family
converge. This has been shown several times before including in [17] and [5].
Example 4.
Consider adding, by rational surgery, the rational tangle [−2,−1] and then per-
forming several Reidemeister 1 moves. This inserts a tangle as in Figure 15. The
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complete process can be viewed as adding the graph in Figure 15 to the appropriate
pair of vertices in the graph G. Iterating this process then gives a family of links
{T(n,[−2.−1])} where n is the number of graph additions performed.
1
c
s c
−3
2
Figure 15. The rational tangle and its graph
By Theorem 5 the Kauffman bracket is,
< Tn,[−2,−1] >= d
ΓnA∆n((A8 −A4 + 1)n(A8 +A4 + 1) + (A12 −A8 − 1)nA4)
Interpreting this according to Theorem 7 let
a1 = A
8 +A4 + 1(6)
λ1 = A
8 −A4 + 1
a2 = A
4
λ2 = A
12 −A8 − 1
Then the family of zeros, {Z(< Tn,[−2,−1] >)}, converges to some isolated points
and the equi-modular curves defined by |λ1| = |λ2|.
Theorem 8 allows us to find points z0 on the equi-modular curve by finding roots
of
v(t, A) = −(A12 −A4)2 + t(A8 −A4 + 1)(A12 −A8 − 1)
when 0 ≤ t ≤ 4.
Thus the roots of v(0, A), v(4, A) and v(5/4, A) are points on the equi-modular
curve to which the zeros of the Kauffman bracket of this family of links converges.
The zeros of < Tn,[−2,−1] > for n = 10 and n = 20 are plotted in Figure 21,
along with the roots of v(0, A), v(4, A) and v(5/4, A). Roots of < Tn,[−2,−1] > are
represented by open circles. Roots of v(0, A), v(4, A) and v(5/4, A) are represented
by a black square, a black diamond, and a solid dot respectively. One observes that
the roots of v(5/4, A) fall outside the unit circle. One can also show that these roots
are not isolated points as noted in Remark 4. Thus by Theorem 7 the sequence
{M(< Tn,[−2,−1] >)}, the Mahler measure of the Kauffman brackets for links in
this family, diverges!
Example 5.
The same analysis can be done for the rational surgeries whose corresponding
shifted tangle is given in Figures 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20. The plots of zeros are
Figures 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26 respectively. In each case it is a simple exercise to
verify that there is a non-isolated point (in particular of the zeros of v(5/4, A))
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of the equi-modular curve. As such, for each of these families of links the Mahler
measure diverges. Let < Tn,[a1,...am] > denote the Kauffman bracket of the link
found by performing n rational [a1, . . . am] surgeries on two unlinked components
(shifted as in Figure 14).
9. Twist number and Volume
We would like to compare the behavior of Mahler measure and the hyperbolic
volume of a link compliment under the repeated surgeries as described above. There
are several results relating properties of link diagrams to the hyperbolic volume of
its compliment. Consider a link L in S3. Say that a diagram D of L is twist
reduced if any two twist equivalent crossings are connected by a chain of bi-gons.
For a twist reduced diagram the number of edges in its corresponding graph as
described in section 4 equals the twist number of the diagram. We call a diagram
A-adequate if the number of closed components found by smoothing each crossing
positively is greater than the number of components found by smoothing all but
one crossing positively and one negatively. Similarly we call a diagram B-adequate
if the same statement holds, switching the roles of positive and negative. Call a
diagram adequate if it is both A- and B-adequate. Futer, Kalfagianni and Purcell
prove the following theorem in [8].
Theorem 9. Let K be a link in S3 with a prime, twist reduced diagram D. Assume
that the the twist number of D is greater than or equal to 2, and that every twist
equivalence class has at least 3 crossings. Then
α(
1
3
tw(D) − 1) < vol(S3\K)
for a constant α.
Notice that if we repeatedly perform a [−3,−3] rational surgery ( repeatedly
adding the rational tangle in Figure 18 with the nugatory crossings removed) on a
pair of unlinked components then each member of this family is prime, twist reduced
and adequate (as the diagram is alternating). By the above theorem the volume
diverges as the twist number diverges. Since the Mahler measure also diverges we
can continue the analogy between their behaviors.
10. Conclusion and Future Directions
In [5], [6], [13] and [14] conditions under which Mahler measure converges was
investigated. First we were able to refine the geometric bound for the Mahler
measure using the W-polynomial. Then we consider when Mahler measure diverges
and developed techniques for studying the question. One can think of these equi-
modular curves as ”belonging” to the associated rational tangle since the link on
which we perform such surgeries does not contribute to those curves. Thorough
investigation of such curves would be interesting. Also, to applying these techniques
to issues of convergence as in Example 3 would be interesting. If in fact it is true
that convergence of the family of zeros to some isolated points and to the unit circle
implies the convergence of the Mahler measure then understanding the isolated
points may give some geometric insight into contributions to the Mahler measure.
We hope to perform these investigations in the future.
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c
s c 2
−4
Figure 16. Rational tangle [-2,-2] shifted
3
c
s c 2
−5
Figure 17. Rational tangle [-3,-2] shifted
3
c
s c3
−6
Figure 18. Rational tangle [-3,-3] shifted
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Figure 21. v(5/4, black dot) = 0,v(0, black square) = 0 and
v(4, black diamond) = 0. Roots of < T10,[−2,−1] >= 0 and
< T20,[−2,−1] >= 0 are open circles.
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Figure 22. v(5/4, black dot) = 0,v(0, black square) = 0 and
v(4, black diamond) = 0. Roots of < T10,[−2,−2] >= 0 and
< T20,[−2,−2] >= 0 are open circles.
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Figure 23. v(5/4, black dot) = 0,v(0, black square) = 0 and
v(4, black diamond) = 0. Roots of < T10,[−3,−2] >= 0 and
< T20,[−3,−2] >= 0 are open circles.
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Figure 24. v(5/4, black dot) = 0,v(0, black square) = 0 and
v(4, black diamond) = 0. Roots of < T10,[−3,−3] >= 0 and
< T20,[−3,−3] >= 0 are open circles.
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Figure 25. v(5/4, black dot) = 0,v(0, black square) = 0 and
v(4, black diamond) = 0. Roots of < T10,[−2,−2,−2] >= 0 and
< T20,[−2,−2,−2] >= 0 are open circles
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Figure 26. v(5/4, black dot) = 0,v(0, black square) = 0 and
v(4, black diamond) = 0. Roots of < T10,[−3,−2,−2] >= 0 and
< T20,[−3,−2,−2] >= 0are open circles
